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Abstract—This paper presents a proof of concept and equivalent circuit analysis of a cascade arrangement of tunable HV
testing transformers intended for field use. The transformers
use a partial core with air completing the flux path and are
tuned to resonate with insulation capacitance. This minimises
the power drawn from the supply and the size and weight of
the transformer. A prototype set of transformers were built to
validate the model. Each transformer was modelled as a set of
coupled inductors to determine the input impedance frequency
response. Good agreement is shown between the modelled and
measured input impedance. The inclusion of core loss resistance
was shown to significantly increase the accuracy of the cascade
model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Partial core resonant transformers(PCRTXs) were developed
at the University of Canterbury to enable portable high voltage
testing of generator stator insulation [1] [2]. They consist
of two windings on a single rod of core steel. The extra
limb and connecting yokes of a standard full core transformer
are eliminated to save weight and the magnetic flux path
is completed by the surrounding air. The inductance of the
PCRTX is tuned to resonate with the insulation capacitance
at power frequency. At resonance the insulation capacitance
is fully compensated for by the transformer’s own inductance.
The only current drawn from the supply is to power the losses
in the transformer and the insulation. The inductance of the
PCRTX is tuned by inserting air gaps within the core or axially
displacing the core.
The present test kit [3] was designed for testing generator
stators but there is a need to extend its capabilities by generating higher voltages and energising larger loads such as
XLPE cables. One method of doing this involves connecting
smaller transformers in cascade as shown in Fig. 1 for two
stages. The HV windings of each stage are connected in
series. A tertiary coupling winding on the first stage with
the same turns ratio as the primary is used to excite the
primary of the second stage. The second stage is insulated from
ground by placing the transformer on insulators or stacking
it above stage 1. The second stage transformer’s internal
insulation requirements are reduced resulting in smaller and
more transportable transformers. The idea of cascading can be
extended to n stages with the first n − 1 stages all being three
winding transformers.
Cascaded transformers are ubiquitous in HV testing facilities
worldwide [4] and resonant circuits are available commercially.

Stage 2
Stage 1

Fig. 1.

Cascade transformer connection

They are usually full core liquid insulated machines and their
size and weight limits their applications to fixed installations.
A cascaded set of PCRTXs is proposed where smaller
units with less core steel and solid insulation are used to
minimise size and weight. The supply power requirements will
be reduced by the combined tuning each stage’s inductance
to resonate with the load capacitance. In order to design a
set of PCRTXs optimised for cascaded performance, a new
equivalent circuit model is required.
II. M ODEL
Existing models of three winding transformers in cascade
are based on the T-Equivalent circuit [5] [6] [7]. These models
have accurately predicted the voltage ratio and distribution
between stages of large HV testing transformers.
Two winding PCRTXs have been modelled as a pair of
mutually coupled inductors as shown in Fig. 2 [8] .

Fig. 2.

Two winding PCRTX coupled inductor model

This model provided an accurate representation of the input
impedance of a PCRTX. It was found in [9] that the addition
of core losses to the two winding model gave no significant
increase in accuracy.
By solving the mesh equations of the circuit, the input
impedance is given by:
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Zin = Z11 +

ω2 M 2
Z22

(1)

Where Z11 = R1 + jωL1 and Z22 = R2 + jωL2 + ZL .
This model can be extended to the three winding transformers used in the cascaded connection. However the complexity
is increased as it is necessary to account for three mutual
inductances and three self inductances. The matrix formulation
of the winding terminal voltages is
[V ] = [L]

d
[I]
dt

2

2
2
ω 2 (M12
Z33 + M13
Z22 ) + j2ω 3 M12 M13 M23
Z22 Z33 + (ωM23 )2
(6)
Extending the coupled inductor model to incorporate a
cascaded stage involves adding the two winding inductor
model across the tertiary winding as shown in Fig. 4. The core
loss resistance Rc is also added in parallel with the primary
inductance of each transformer.

Zin = Z11 +

(2)

where L is the inductance matrix
L11
[L] = M21
M31
"

M12
L22
M32

M13
M23
L33

#
(3)

The inductance matrix is symmetric due to the reciprocity
theorem and is necessary for conservation of energy [10].
M12 = M21

(4)

Fig. 4.

Cascaded PCRTX coupled inductor model

Due to the complexity involved in finding an analytical
solution, the circuit in Fig. 4 was solved using Simulink.
III. P ROTOTYPE D ESIGN
A prototype set of cascaded PCRTXs was built to validate
the mathematical models [11] [12]. Two units were designed
with rated secondary voltages of 20 kV and primary voltages
of 230 V. The first stage was designed with a tertiary coupling
winding also rated at 230 V. An axisymmetric diagram of the
first unit’s winding arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3.

Three winding PCRTX coupled inductor model

Consider a three winding coupled inductor with both secondary and tertiary windings loaded as shown in Fig. 3.
Analysis of the mesh equations for this circuit yields the
frequency domain matrix formula
" # "
Vs
Z11
0 = −jωM21
0
−jωM31

−jωM12
Z22
−jωM32

−jωM13
−jωM23
Z33

#" #
I1
I2
I3

(5)

Where Zjj is the sum of the j th winding’s losses Rj , the
impedance due to self inductance Lj and the load impedance
ZLj . Back substitution gives the input impedance of a three
winding inductor with a loaded secondary and tertiary winding

Fig. 5.

Winding arrangement of three winding PCRTX

The tertiary coupling winding was wound first on the
inner most layer using a 5 x 2.5 mm rectangular aluminium
conductor. One end of this winding was connected to the HV
end of the secondary winding, wound using a 0.33 mm circular
conductor. A primary winding was wound on the outside using
the same conductor size as the tertiary.
The second unit was constructed in a similar fashion to the
first except without the tertiary winding. Both units were solid
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insulated with a combination of Nomex NMN50 and a polymer
resin, Sylgard. The finished cascaded PCRTX set is shown in
Fig. 6.

TABLE I.

I NDUCTANCE AND W INDING R ESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
L1

5.6 mH

R1

L2

47 H

R2

803 Ω

L3

6 mH

R3

0.15 Ω

L4

5.7 mH

R4

0.2 Ω

L5

45 mH

R5

741 Ω

M12

414 mH

M13

5.21 mH

M23

894 mH

M45

405 mH

TABLE II.

Fig. 6. Prototype cascade connected PCRTXs. The bottom unit is the first
stage and the top unit is the 2nd stage

IV. PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS
The equivalent circuit parameters of the prototype two stage
set of cascaded PCRTXs were measured using the resonant
tuning test [9]. Using a variable frequency sine wave generator and a known capacitance C, the secondary winding self
inductances L2 and L5 can be found via
L=

1
(ωC)2

(7)

The mutual inductances M12 and M23 were measured simultaneously with a known capacitor on the secondary winding.
p
(<{Zin } − Rp )Rs
M=
(8)
ω
For the mutual impedance between the primary and tertiary
winding, the series aiding method was used [13]. This relies
on the fact that when the primary and tertiary windings are
connected in series the total inductance measured is greater
than the sum of the two self inductances.
Ltotal − L1 − L2
(9)
2
The self inductances of the primary and tertiary windings
L1 , L3 and L4 are in the order of mH. Therefore the resonant
tuning test was not performed on these windings due to the
difficulty in sourcing large enough capacitors and a high
voltage variable frequency supply. The self inductances of
these windings were measured with an open circuit test.
r 
M13 =

L=

Voc
Ioc

2

− Rp2

(10)
ω
The core losses were determined by measuring the real
power under open circuit conditions, Poc . These losses are a
combination of the winding losses I 2 R and the core losses PC .

3

0.18 Ω

C ORE LOSS RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
RC1

65 Ω

RC2

61 Ω

Conventional open circuit tests assume the winding losses can
be ignored because they are insignificant compared to the core
losses. In partial core transformers this assumption is false as
the magnetising current is much larger. Therefore the winding
resistance was measured with a microhmeter and the calculated
copper losses were subtracted from the measured open circuit
power.
PC = Poc − I12 R

(11)

The core loss resistance is calculated by ignoring the voltage
drop across the leakage reactance and winding resistance as
these were small in magnitude. The emf across the core is
thus equivalent to the terminal voltage.
RC =

V.

V12
PC

(12)

R ESULTS AND COMPARISON

The cascaded set was tuned to a 100 nF capacitive load and
successfully energised to 25 kV for a one minute test. It was
calculated that the load capacitor was resonating with 92 H of
inductance, which is approximately the sum of both secondary
winding self inductances.
The input impedance frequency response was measured
using a CHROMA variable frequency sine wave generator. The
cascaded set was used to drive a 100 nF capacitive load. No
tuning was performed and the cores were left in their central
position. It can be seen in Fig. 7 that while the calculated and
measured resonant frequency is matched, with the core losses
excluded from the model the magnitude of the impedance peak
at resonance is over estimated by approximately 50%.
Re-running the simulation with the core loss resistance
included gives the results shown in Fig. 8. There is much better
agreement between the measured and calculated losses.
Additionally the model predicted that the current flowing
in the primary winding of the first stage exceeded the current
flowing in the primary winding of the second stage by a factor
of 2.1. This matched the measured distribution of current.
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higher impedance at resonance. This could be accomplished by
increasing the cross sectional area of the windings and using
radially laminated cores.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
A prototype set of two cascaded partial core resonant
testing transformers was built and tested to prove the concept. Resonance at high voltage was achieved with the sum
of each transformer’s secondary winding inductance and a
load capacitance of 100 nF. A new equivalent circuit model
based on mutually couple inductors was used to predict the
input impedance frequency response. Modelling the core loss
resistance in a cascade connection was found to significantly
increase the accuracy of the model.
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